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Daedalic Entertainment's new RTS "A Year Of Rain" will be coming to Linux [2]

This is really exciting news, as a huge fan of such RTS games, Daedalic Entertainment's "A
Year Of Rain" looks really good and it turns out they're going to support Linux.
Interestingly, back when it was first announced in March I did email Daedalic to ask about
Linux support. They told me then, that they didn't really have any answer on it. However, it
seems things have changed and they've decided Linux will be supported. On Steam, the
developer said it's planned and it seems it may even happen during the Early Access period.

Evan's Remains, a beautiful-looking puzzle platformer with visual novel elements plans Linux support [3]

Evan's Remains from Matías Schmied and Whitethorn Digital is a new one to capture my
interest. Blending a rather atmospheric puzzle platformer, with a little visual novel flair and
it's planned for Linux.

Dota Underlords from Valve is now in open beta for Linux, mobile too [4]

Valve are doing some really impressive work with Dota Underlords, their new strategy game
that everyone can now try.

As a quick reminder on the gameplay: you go through rounds, picking heroes and placing
them on the board, then you fight against the choices of other players and neutral enemies for
loot. The actual battles are done by AI, with the tactical part based on your choices and
positioning. You lose health based on the amount of enemy heroes left if they beat you and it's
the last player standing to win.
It's free and will remain free to play, with some sort of optional Battle Pass likely to come for
cosmetic items in future. They have a lot more planned for it including: daily challenges, a
level up system, a tournament system, seasonal rotation for heroes and more. They said that
during the Open Beta Season, it will regularly see new features and updates.

Colourful city-builder 'ISLANDERS' has officially released for Linux and it's really lovely [5]

I don't think I've hit the buy button on Steam that quickly in a while, as ISLANDERS, a
colourful city-builder is now officially out for Linux.
Developed by GrizzlyGames, ISLANDERS is a minimalist strategy game for those who don't
have hours to invest in resource management. Released back in April, the Linux version
arrived yesterday along with a big update that also adds in a Sandbox Mode and the ability to
undo your last building placement which sounds handy.

Roguelike deck-building game 'Nowhere Prophet' releasing on July 19th, looks very interesting [6]

Deck-building card-based games really are all the rage now! I'm okay with this, as I love them
and I am excited to see what more developers do with it. Nowhere Prophet is one that looks
great and it's out next month. Developer Sharkbomb Studios and publisher No More Robots
have now confirmed the release date of July 19th. We got confirmation back in April, that
Linux will be supported too.
Set on planet Soma, this science-fiction post-apocalypse game mixes in two distinct modes of
play. The first is the travel system, with you facing encounters across a procedurally generated
map (so the game is different each time). If you enter combat, it switches into the turn-based
card game mode.

Dead Cells "Fear The Rampager" update is live and it continues being awesome [7]

Still one of my top games, Dead Cells just got another big free update "Fear The Rampager"
so it's time to jump back in for one more run.
The big addition this time is the introduction of The Rampager. A new foe to challenge you

that's currently haunting a variety of biomes in Boss Stem Cell 3 and higher.

Heroes of Hammerwatch updated and the Witch Hunter expansion is out now [8]

Crackshell have expanded their rogue-lite action-adventure game Heroes of Hammerwatch
with a free update along with the great sounding Witch Hunter expansion.
First up, the free update available for everyone adds in a few new features including new
dungeon mechanics, companions, new drinks and a new statue if you have the Pyramid of
Prophecy DLC. Additionally the free update has some performance improvements, more chest
room variations, enemies can now be killed by poison and plenty of other balance changes.

My Friend Pedro | Linux Gaming | Ubuntu 18.04 | Steam Play [9]

My Friend Pedro running through Steam play.
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